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Research theme The Interacting Photons group studies 
strong light-matter interactions in resonant systems.  
We search for new physics emerging from photons 
interacting with each other, a noisy environment, 
excitons, and/or electrons. As a testbed for new ideas, we use  tunable optical microcavities which 
offer great flexibility in probing the dynamics of complex optical systems. We are also interested in 
applying fundamental physics concepts to improve sensing, energy transport, and computation.   
 
Project 1. Superfluidity of light at room-temperature (experimental) 
 Supervisors: Said R. K. Rodriguez and Giel Keijser (Giel starts a PhD in Sept.) 

Superfluidity is a fascinating phase of matter characterized by 
frictionless flow. Long after the discovery of superfluidity in liquid 
Helium, it was realized that light in a Fabry-Perot cavity can behave as 
fluid. Above a critical light intensity and below a critical velocity, photon 
fluids are expected to transition to a superfluid state. Recently, G. 
Keijsers (MSc student in our group) observed this superfluid state of light 
in a cavity at room-temperature and in steady-state for the first time. 
We are now searching for a MSc student to reveal the properties of these 
superfluid photons, and to answer questions such as: what happens when 
two superfluids, which cannot backscatter, meet each other?  
  
Project 2. Superconductivity induced by light (experimental) 
Supervisors: Zhou Geng and Said R. K. Rodriguez  

Superconductivity is a fascinating state of matter where electron 
pairs flow without resistance. Superconductivity at ambient 
temperature and pressure is arguably the greatest unfulfilled dream 
in physics and materials science. Recently, it was predicted that by 
embedding a two-dimensional electron system (2DES) and an excitonic system in an optical cavity, the 
2DES can undergo a transition for a superconducting state as a function of the light intensity in the 
cavity. In principle, this transition may occur at room-temperature. During the past 2.5 years, we have 
been developing an experimental setup that will enable us to test this idea for the first time.  We search 
for a master student to join this effort. Your tasks would include: i) transferring 2D materials onto 
electrical contacts with a new microscope we developed, and ii) performing electrical and optical 
measurements of these materials inside an optical cavity and at various temperatures.    
 
Project 3. Super-noisy light fields for energy transfer, sensing, or analog computation (theory/exp) 
Supervisors: Kevin Peters and Said R. K. Rodriguez   

Nonlinear optical dynamics (photon-photon interactions) 
and noise can lead to intriguing behavior. For instance, we 
recently observed stochastic  resonance, wherein a finite 
amount of noise enhances the transmission of light through a cavity. In another research line, we 
investigate noise-assisted sensing; surprisingly, super-noisy light fields can enable more sensitive and 
faster measurements under certain conditions. We are looking for a student who is curious about the 
constructive role that noise can play in complex systems, and take us into new directions. For instance, 
we would like to explore how noisy nonlinear optical networks can simulate Ising models for photons, 
in order to solve optimization problems beyond the reach of the world’s most powerful computers. 
This project is meant to start with a focus on theory & simulations,  and gradually evolve (depending 
your interests) towards experiments. We can provide more details  if you are interested. 

Scattering of a photon fluid at a 
defect leads to interference 
fringes. In the superfluid regime 
(not shown), light scattering and 
interference fringes vanish. 
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